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Abstract— Deep learning-based grasp prediction models have
become an industry standard for robotic bin-picking systems.
To maximize pick success, production environments are often
equipped with several end-effector tools that can be swapped
on-the-fly, based on the target object. Tool-change, however,
takes time. Choosing the order of grasps to perform, and corre-
sponding tool-change actions, can improve system throughput;
this is the topic of our work. The main challenge in planning
tool change is uncertainty – we typically cannot see objects in
the bin that are currently occluded. Inspired by queuing and
admission control problems, we model the problem as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP), where the goal is to maximize expected
throughput, and we pursue an approximate solution based on
model predictive control, where at each time step we plan based
only on the currently visible objects. Special to our method is
the idea of void zones, which are geometrical boundaries in
which an unknown object will be present, and therefore cannot
be accounted for during planning. Our planning problem can
be solved using integer linear programming (ILP). However,
we find that an approximate solution based on sparse tree
search yields near optimal performance at a fraction of the
time. Another question that we explore is how to measure the
performance of tool-change planning: we find that throughput
alone can fail to capture delicate and smooth behavior, and
propose a principled alternative. Finally, we demonstrate our
algorithms on both synthetic and real world bin picking tasks.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automated bin picking has gained considerable atten-
tion from manufacturing, e-commerce order fulfillment,
and warehouse automation. The problem generally involves
grasping of a diverse set of novel objects, which are often
packed randomly inside a bin (Figure 1(b)). A common
model-free approach is based on learning grasp prediction
models – deep neural networks that map an image of the
bin to success probabilities for different grasps [1], [2]
(see Figures 1(c) and 1(d) for examples of learned grasp
prediction models for two different vacuum suctions of
diameters 30mm and 50mm).

In order to handle a diverse range of objects, robotic cells
are often equipped with a tool changer mechanism (Fig-
ure 1(a)), allowing the robot to select a new end-effector from
a set of available end-effectors (e.g., vacuum end-effectors
varying in size, antipodal end-effectors) and swap it with the
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current one automatically in real time (as it can be observed
in Figure 1, the grasp prediction model for 50mm vacuum
suction (Figure 1(d)) generally places more probability mass
over the larger objects compared to the grasp prediction
model for 30mm vacuum suction (Figure 1(c)), given the
input bin image Figure 1(b)). Choosing the right tool for
each object can increase the pick success, potentially leading
to improved throughput. Tool changing, however, comes at
a cost of cycle time: navigating the end-effector to the tool
changing station, and performing the swap.1

In common picking tasks, the agent is free to choose the
order of objects to pick, and respectively, the order of tool
changes. Thus, by carefully planning the picking order, we
can potentially improve picking efficiency, by, e.g., using the
same tool repeatedly for several objects. This is our main
objective in this work. Optimizing tool selection, however,
is challenging due to several reasons. Typically, some objects
in the bin are occluded, and even objects that are currently
visible may move unexpectedly due to grasp attempts of
nearby objects, affecting their optimal tool selection in the
future. Furthermore, even if the objects positions were known
in advance, the complexity of computing the optimal picking
order scales exponentially with the planning horizon, and is
effectively intractable for real-time operation. Our goal in
this work is to develop a scalable, well-performing, and fast
method for approximately optimal tool selection.

We present a general formulation of this stochastic deci-
sion making problem, which we term Grasp Tool Selection
Problem (GTSP), as a Markov Decision Process (MDP)
(Section II). In practice, solving this MDP is difficult due
to its large state space and difficult-to-estimate transition
dynamics. To address this, we introduce an approximation
of the problem where we: (1) replace the discounted horizon
problem with a receding horizon Model Predictive Con-
trol (MPC); (2) In the inner planning loop of the MPC
component, we replace the stochastic optimization with an
approximate deterministic problem that does not require the
complete knowledge of the true transition dynamics. We
show that this deterministic problem is an instance of integer
linear programming (ILP), which can be solved using off-the-
shelf software packages. However, we further show that an
approximate solution method based on a sparse tree search
improves the planning speed by orders of magnitude, with a
negligible effect on the solution quality, and is fast enough
to run in real time.

Our approach decouples grasp prediction learning from

1Mounting several tools on the same end effector, while possible [1], can
be difficult, as, for example, different vacuum suction cups would require
multiple hosing. A tool change station is a more scalable approach.
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Fig. 1: (a) Tool-changer station hosting different vacuum end-effectors of various sizes. The current selection is already
mounted on the robot; (b) Example of a bin containing an assortment of various objects; (c) grasp prediction model for
30mm vacuum suction; and (d) grasp prediction model for 50mm vacuum suction (green spectrum denotes higher grasp
scores). Note that the larger suction cup model generally predicts higher success over the larger objects compared to the
smaller cup model.

tool selection planning – we only require access to a set of
pre-trained grasp prediction models for each individual end-
effector. Thus, our method can be applied ad hoc in produc-
tion environments whenever such models are available, and
is scalable in the sense that combining different end-effector
models does not require re-training the system. In our exper-
iments, on both synthetic and real-world environments, we
demonstrate that our planning method significantly improves
system throughput when compared to heuristic selection
methods. Another novel contribution of this work is the
derivation of a set of metrics for benchmarking tool selection
algorithms, based on practical considerations relevant to bin
picking.

A. Related Work

There is extensive literature on learning grasp prediction
models [3], [4], [5]. To the best of our knowledge, few
previous studies considered tool change optimization. The
closest related work is [5] in the context of controlling an am-
bidextrous robot for bin picking problem. That work focused
on scaling the learning of the grasp prediction models, and
not on the tool selection problem. In their approach, the best
tool is selected greedily based on the grasp prediction scores
generated by the end-effector grasp prediction models. Tack-
ling problems with uncertain transitions by replanning using
deterministic models is a common approach in planning [6]
and robotics, where it is commonly referred to as model
predictive control [7], [8]. To our knowledge, this work is the
first application of this idea to tool change optimization with
learned grasp models. Several studies focused on planning
with deep visual predictors [9], [10], [11], [12], where a
deep visual predictive model is learned and combined with
MPC. Our work differs from these approaches in that we
perform planning directly in grasp proposal space, based on
our void zone approximation.

II. GRASP TOOL SELECTION PROBLEM (GTSP)
FORMULATION

We assume a planar workspace I, discretized into a grid
of W ×H points. For example, I could be the bin image,
as in Figure 1(b), where every pixel maps to a potential
grasp point in the robot frame. A grasp proposal evaluates

the probability of succeeding in grasping at a particular point.
Formally, a grasp proposal is a tuple ω := {E , u, ρ}, where
E is an end-effector, u ∈ I is a position to perform a grasp
(e.g., a pixel in the image), and 0 ≤ ρ ≤ 1 is the probability
of a successful grasp when the end-effector E is used to
perform a grasp on position u. We also use the notations
ωE , ωu, and ωρ when referring to individual elements of a
grasp proposal ω.

A grasp prediction model ΓE : I → {ωi}W×H
i=1 gives a set

of grasp proposals for an input image I and end-effector E .
In practice, only a small subset of grasp proposals yield good
grasps. Thus, without loss of generality, we denote Γk

E(I) =
{ωi}ki=1, limiting the model only to the k best grasps (in
terms of grasp success probability). Given a set of n end-
effector grasp proposal models {Γi}ni=1

2, we define the grasp
plan space Ω := ∪n

i=1Γ
k
i (I), which denotes the space of all

plannable grasps. We will further denote by Ωt the grasp
plan space that is available at time t of the task.

a) Grasp Tool Selection Problem (GTSP):: We model
the problem as a Markov Decision Process (MDP [13]) M ≡
⟨S,A,R, T ⟩ defined as follows: S is a set of states, where
each s = ⟨Ω, E⟩ ∈ S consists of the current grasp plan space
and the current end-effector on the robot. We denote by sΩ

and sE the individual elements of state s. The action space
A = Ω is the set of all plannable grasp proposals. The reward
balances pick success and tool change cost, and is:

R(s, ω) = ωρ + c1(sE ̸= ωE), (1)
where ωρ is the grasp success score, c < 0 reflects a negative
reward for tool changing, and 1(·) is the indicator function3.
The state transition function T (st, ωt, st+1) → [0, 1] gives
the probability of observing the next state st+1 after execut-
ing grasp proposal ωt in state st. As a result of performing a
grasp, and depending on the grasp outcome, an object is re-
moved from the bin and some other object randomly appears
at the position of the executed grasp and new graspable posi-
tions will be exposed. The optimal policy π∗ : S → Ω is de-
fined as: π∗ = argmaxπ Eπ [

∑∞
t=0 γ

tR(st, ωt)|ωt ∼ π(st)].

2For simplifying notations we interchangeably use Γi to refer to an end-
effectors grasp proposal model ΓEi

3One can also add a cost for the distance travelled between consecutive
grasp proposals, or the proximity of the end-effector to the tool changer
station. In this work, however, we found this simpler reward to suffice.



Fig. 2: (Left) examples of cases where performing a grasp
proposal would invalidate some other grasp proposals (p1
invalidates p2, and p3 invalidates p4); (Right) updated grasp
plan space for the next horizon step by voiding the impacted
grasp proposal (in this case voiding p2 as a result of
committing to the grasp proposal p1).

III. APPROXIMATE GTSP SOLUTION

Solving GTSP is difficult for following reasons: (1) Pre-
diction: we do not know the true state transitions, as they
capture the future grasps that will be made possible after
a grasp attempt, which effectively requires a prediction of
objects in the bin that are not directly visible (see, e.g.,
Figure 1(b)). Although several studies investigated learning
visual predictive models (see [9], [10], [11], [12]), learning
such models in production environments with a high variabil-
ity of objects is not yet practical. (2) Optimization: even if
the state transitions were known, the resulting MDP would
have an intractable number of states, precluding the use of
standard MDP solvers.

We address (1) by replacing the stochastic optimization
with an approximate deterministic problem that does not
require the complete knowledge of the true transitions, based
on the idea of void zones. We address (2) by replacing the
infinite horizon discounted horizon problem with an online
solver, which at each time step chooses the grasp that is
optimal for the next several time steps; we term this part the
model predictive control (MPC) component. We propose two
computational methods for solving the short horizon problem
in the inner MPC loop, either accurately, based on integer
linear programming, or approximately, using a simple tree
search method.

A. Approximate Prediction using Void Zones

We seek to replace the stochastic (and unknown) tran-
sitions in GTSP by deterministic dynamics, such that the
solution of the deterministic problem will yield a reasonable
approximation of the true optimal controller. Our approach
is based on the idea of a void zone – not allow a grasp
that is in very close proximity to any previous grasp, as
movement of objects in the bin resulting from the previous
grasp attempt could render a future grasp in its close vicinity
impossible. We motivate void zones with the following
working hypothesis:

As long as the objects are sufficiently small, when a grasp
is attempted, the set of grasp proposals that are sufficiently
distant from the attempted grasp position will remain valid
in the next state.

This observation is illustrated in Figure 2(Left), for a bin
picking problem with two end-effectors. The grasp proposals
are color coded for each end-effector. In some cases, grasp
proposals lie over different objects with one object partially

occluding the other (e.g., p1 and p2). In other cases, two or
more grasp proposals might lie on the same object. In either
case, performing one of the grasp proposals will invalidate
some other grasp proposal and hence those proposals should
not be available to the planner in the next steps.

We define void zones based on the Euclidean distance:

Definition 1 (l-separation). Let di,j =
∥∥ωu

i − ωu
j

∥∥ denote
the Euclidean distance on the plane between grasp proposals
ωi and ωj . A pair of grasp proposals ⟨ωi, ωj⟩ is called l-
separated if di,j > l. We refer to l as void radius and use
the notation Ψl(ω) to refer to a set of grasp proposals which
are l-separated from ω. Note that by definition ω ̸∈ Ψl(ω).

Based on the above definition, we can formally define
deterministic dynamics in GTSP, which we will henceforth
refer to as GTSP-void. At state st = ⟨Ωt, Et⟩, taking action
ωt results in a next state,

st+1 =⟨Ωt+1, ω
E
t ⟩,

Ωt+1 ={ω | ω ∈ Ωt ∧ ω ∈ Ψl(ωt)} (2)

That is, the end-effector in the next state is as chosen by
ωt, and the grasp plan space is updated to exclude all grasp
proposals within the void zone.

As shown in Figure 2, by setting the void zone large
enough, we can safely ignore the local changes as a result
of executing a grasp. Obviously, using void zones comes
at some cost of sub-optimality – as we ignore possible
future grasps inside the void zones. To mitigate this cost,
we propose a model predictive control (MPC) approach. At
every step, the current observation (i.e., bin image I) is fed
to the set of pre-trained end-effector models to obtain the
plan space Ωt. Next, we solve the corresponding GTSP-void
problem with some fixed horizon H , and the first step of
the plan ω is executed. Replanning at every step allows our
method to adapt to the real transitions observed in the bin.
Next, we propose two methods for solving the inner GTSP-
void problem within our MPC.

B. Optimization using Integer Linear Programming

In this section we show that the GTSP-void problem can
be formulated as an integer linear program (ILP). To motivate
this approach, note that GTSP-void with horizon H seeks to
find a trajectory of H l-separated grasp proposals in Ωt with
the highest accumulated return. This motivates us to think of
the problem as a walk over a directed graph generating an
elementary path of length H of l-separated grasp proposals
with the highest return, where the nodes of the graph are
the grasp proposals in the current state, sΩt , and the directed
edges represent the order at which the grasp proposals are
executed.

Our formulation is mainly inspired by the ILP formu-
lation of the well known Travelling Salesman Problem
(TSP) [14] with the following changes: (1) the main objective
is modified to finding an elementary path of length h with
maximal return, anywhere on the graph (as opposed to the
conventional tour definition in TSP); (2) addition of the l-
separation constraints to enforce voiding; (3) a modification



of Miller-Tucker-Zemlin sub-tour elimination technique [15]
for ensuring the path does not contain any sub-tour. Due to
lack of space, we refer the reader to our technical report [16],
which contains a detailed explanation and pseudo-code for
the ILP algorithm.

The ILP formulation allows us to use off-the-shelf opti-
mization packages, such as Gurobi [17], to solve GTSP-void
accurately. However, as we report in Section IV, we found
that the solution time can be too slow for ILP be a practical
component in the bin picking pipeline. In the next section, we
propose a simple approximate solution that is much faster.
C. Approximate Optimization using Sparse Tree Search

We now present a simple alternative to ILP for approx-
imately solving GTSP-void based on a sparse tree search
(STS). Our approach, outlined in Algorithm 1, performs a
tree search of depth H where tree node expansion takes
place over a sparse subset of grasp proposals respecting the
l-separation constraint (see Definition 1 in Section III-A). At
every search step a node is expanded using a sparse subset
of available grasp proposals (line 6). In our approach we use
the union of top k grasp proposals per end-effector according
to the grasp proposal scores ωρ. The parameter k – hereafter
the sparsity factor – determines the sparsity of the subset
of grasp proposals for the tree search node expansion (while
expanding over the set of all available grasp proposals at
every node is possible and optimally solves the problem
in theory, in practice it makes the planning significantly
slow and hence is not suitable for real world production
environments). The algorithm then recursively calculates a
sub-plan rooted at that node for a receding horizon of
H (line 9), accumulates the results of each recursion and
computes the value of the sub plan (line 10), and it returns the
best sub-plan and its value among all the sub-plans calculated
at that horizon.

Algorithm 1 Sparse Tree Search (STS)

1: function STS(st, H, c, l, k) ▷ current state st = ⟨Ωt,Γt⟩;
horizon H , tool changing costs c < 0, void radius l, k is the
sparsity factor where it specifies the top k grasp proposals per
end-effector to be included for the search tree node expansion

2: if H = 0 then
3: return ( , 0)
4: end if
5: Ξ← ∅
6: Let Λk

t ⊂ Ωt be the union of the top k grasp proposals per
end-effector (in terms of grasp score ωρ) available in Ωt

7: for ω ∈ Λk
t do ▷ ω = ⟨E , u, ρ⟩

8: st+1 = Tl(st, ω) ▷ forward dynamics (Eq. 2)
9: (ω+, vω+)← STS(st+1, H − 1, c, l, k)

10: vω = R̄(st, ω) + vω+ ▷ reward function (Eq. 1)
11: Ξ← Ξ ∪ (ω, vω)
12: end for
13: return argmaxvω

(Ξ)
14: end function

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We divide our presentation to: (1) an investigation of
the optimization performance of STS vs. ILP, and (2) a

demonstration that our approach can significantly improve
bin picking performance in realistic settings. For answering
(1), we recall that STS and ILP are solvers for the same
GTSP-void problem, and the comparison can be decoupled
from the physical setting that underlies GTSP-void. We
therefore designed a synthetic GTSP-void problem generator
to perform a rigorous comparison. For demonstrably proving
(2), we performed real-world experiments on an industrial
bin picking station that is currently in production. We opted
not to perform physical simulations for (2) since, at present,
a faithful physical simulation of industrial bin picking is very
challenging to produce. For example, suction cups, which are
preferred due to their speed and form, are difficult to simulate
even in state of the art simulators such as Mujoco [18].

a) Synthetic Experiments: In the first set of experiments
we compared the two GTSP-void solvers outlined in Sec-
tions III-B and III-C. Our goal is to answer the following
question: How do the ILP and STS solvers compare in terms
of the optimization quality and speed?

We crafted a synthetic tool selection problem generator
as follows. A problem instance T is generated by first
selecting the number of end-effectors and then, for each
end-effector, we generate a random set of grasp proposals
over a fixed grid resolution H×W (we used H=70, W=110
in our experiments) 4 To generate realistic grasp proposals,
we first choose n = 25 random object positions, uniformly
sampled on the grid. Next, for each-end effector we generate
random Gaussian kernels with randomized scale and standard
deviation, centered on each object position. The resulting
grasp proposal grid for each pixel gives a higher probability
of success to pixels that are closer to an object center (for
more details and examples of the synthetic grasp maps refer
to our technical report [16]).

In our experiments, we report the advantage metric, de-
fined as Adv(T ) = ILP(T ) − STS(T ), where ILP(T ) and
STS(T ) denote the return of the best plan in each algorithm
calculated for horizon H using the reward function defined
in Equation 1, respectively. These values represent the long-
horizon performance of each algorithm. We report Adv(T )
which measures the advantage in optimization quality of ILP
over STS, and the planning time for each algorithm, both
evaluated on our Python implementation of STS, and the
commercial Gurobi [17] ILP solver, using MacBook Pro 2.8
GHz Quad-Core Intel Core i7 hardware. We used a fixed
void radius l = 20 and swap cost c = −0.2, and report
results over n = 100 random problem instances as defined
above.

Figure 3 shows our results for number of end-effectors 2
(Left 3 columns), and 3 (Right 3 columns). In each group, the
top row shows the advantage results over STS sparsity factor
k ∈ {1, 2, 3} and various horizons. The bottom row shows
the planning time for each case. In terms of quality, STS is
observed to perform as well as ILP or marginally worse.
In terms of planning speed, STS is orders of magnitude

4We generate grasp proposal sets directly, without requiring an image (cf.
Section II).



faster in both cases. It can be also observed that reducing
k significantly improves speed with a negligible effect on
quality. These results motivate us to use STS in our real
world application.

b) Real World Experiments: We conducted experiments
to evaluate the performance of various grasp tool selection
algorithms, and to validate the adequacy of the proposed tool
changing score in capturing efficiency. First, we compare
the MPC-STS with a set of heuristic baselines. Next, we
compare the performance of MPC-STS and heuristics base-
lines against experiments where only a single end-effector
was used (no tool changing allowed). We also conduct a
series of ablations on MPC-STS in terms of its void radius
and max horizon (i.e., H). Before we present our results,
we first discuss how real-world performance should be best
evaluated.

c) Metric Definitions: Our primary goal is to minimize
the cost associated with changing tools, yet still maximize
pick success. One way to measure performance is by grasp
throughput – the average number of successful picks in a unit
time. However, grasp throughput does not correctly penalize
strategies that execute many failed grasps quickly, which
can be inappropriate for scenarios where items may become
damaged as a result of repeated, aggressive picking.

To address this, we propose a combined score based on
pick success rate (PSR), and tool consistency rate (TCR),
defined as: PSR = PS

PA , TCR = 1 − TC
PA , where PS is the

pick success count, PA is the pick attempt count, and TC
is the tool change count (here, we do assume that there is
no more than one tool change per pick attempt). Ideally, we
would like both scores to be high. Also, the PSR and TCR
should be balanced according to the time cost of tool change
compared to the time cost of a failed grasp. We posit that
the following β-TC-score captures these desiderata,

β-TC-score =
(1 + β2) ∗ PSR ∗ TCR

β2PSR + TCR
, (3)

where β is analogous to an F -beta score [19]. We recom-
mend that β be set to the opportunity cost of a single tool
change – the approximate number successful picks that could
have been completed in the time it takes to execute a tool
change. For our setup, we estimated β to be 0.33.

We further motivate the β-TC-score with a numerical
example. Consider two tool selection algorithms A, B, being
evaluated over a similar scenario (independently) with two
items in the bin (i.e., each needs two successful picks to clear
the bin), and producing the following event sequences:

A : T F F F S T S, B : T F F F S F F F S

where T is a tool change event, F is pick fail, and S is
pick success. Assume each pick attempt takes 1 second, and
each tool change takes 3 seconds. In the above trajectories,
both A and B have the same throughput (2 successes per 11
seconds), but we have a preference for A due to less failed
pick attempts (A has 3 vs. 6 in B). In each case we have:

PSR(A) = 2/5, TCR(A) = 3/5,

PSR(B) = 2/8, TCR(B) = 7/8.

For small values of β (e.g., β < 1.0), TC score places more
importance on PSR. At the extreme β = 0, we have TCR =
PSR, ignoring the cost of tool change. In this case, scores
are:

β-TC(A) = PSR(A) = 0.4 > β-TC(B) = PSR(B) = 0.25.

For larger values of β (e.g., β > 1.0), TCR gains more
importance and in the limit of β = ∞, we have TC = TCR.
In the above example, for β = 2, we have:

β-TC(A) = 0.545 < β-TC(B) = 0.583

As we suggested above, a good balance is obtained when
selecting β to be the opportunity cost. Here, the overall pick
success rate is (2 + 2)/(5 + 8) ≈ 0.3, and therefore the
opportunity cost is slightly less than 1. For β = 1 we obtain:

β-TC(A) = 0.48 > β-TC(B) = 0.39,

favoring A, but taking into account the cost of tool swap.
d) Experimental Setup: 5 We used Fanuc LRMate

200iD/7L arm, with a tool selection hardware using two
vacuum end-effectors: Piab BL30-3P.4L.04AJ (30mm) and
Piab BL50-2.10.05AD (50mm). We used an assortment of
mixed items (various sizes, weights, shapes, colors, etc., see
Figure 1(b) for an example). Each end-effector is associated
with a grasp proposal model trained using previously col-
lected production data appropriate for that end-effector. Since
it is not in the scope of this paper, we only provide a brief
overview of our grasp proposal model architecture. Our grasp
proposal models are inspired by the architecture proposed
in [20] which consists of encoder-decoder convolutional
neural nets consisting of a feature pyramid network [21] on
a ResNet-101 backbone and a pixelwise sigmoidal output of
volume W×H , where W×H are the dimensions of the grasp
success probabilities ΓE . The network is then trained end-
to-end using previously collected grasp success/failure data
consisting of 5k grasp data per end-effector using stochastic
gradient descent with momentum (LR = 0.0003; p = 0.8).
We only used the STS solver in our evaluation, as our ILP
implementation cannot run in real time.

Algorithm
(w/30mm + 50mm) TC PA PS

TC-Score
(β=0.33) PS/hr

Randomized 800 2191 744 0.3558 186
Naive Greedy 733 2093 1268 0.6099 317

Greedy 261 2702 1288 0.4999 295.41
MPC-STS (H=2, k=2) 229 2563 1719 0.6885 429.75

TABLE I: Performance comparison over different tool selec-
tion algorithms. PS/hr is the throughput.

e) Comparison with Baselines: Table I compares
our method (MPC-STS) with 3 baselines. The first is a
randomized selector, which randomly changes tools with
probability p = 0.75 at each step, and forcing a change if
not swapped after 10 steps. The second baseline is naive

5We encourage the readers to view our accompanying video for a
demonstration of our experimental setup and results.



Figure 3: Results for
synthetic experiments:
(Left 3 columns) 2
end-effectors; (Right 3
columns) 3 end-effectors.
While ILP is marginally
better than STS in terms
of advantage, STS yields
superior speedup.

greedy selector, which chooses the next grasp proposal
based on one-step reward function (see Equation 1). The
third baseline is greedy selector, which accumulates the
top n = 5 likelihood scores for each tool, and selects the
tool with the highest sum. Our MPC-STS selector was
configured with a void radius of l = 100mm (roughly 60
pixels), a maximum of 10 initial grasp proposal samples
per end-effector, sparsity factor k = 2, and a max horizon
of H = 2 (since it yielded the best results for MPC-STS
in this domain based on the ablation results in Table IV).
Observe that MPC-STS significantly outperforms the other
baselines in terms of both TC-score and pick success rate
per hour (improving over the best baseline by 50%).

f) Single end-effector Comparison: This set of com-
parisons is based on a separate set of shorter experimental
runs with similar items; results are reported in Table II. Here,
note the divergence between the TC-score and the throughput
(PS/hr) in the ordering of the performance of the single
50mm end-effector and the naive greedy baseline. While the

Configuration TC PA PS
TC-Score

(β = 0.33) PS/hr

Single (30mm) 0 745 359 0.508 287.2
Single (50mm) 0 864 572 0.685 490.3
Naive Greedy 217 636 465 0.751 348.8

(30mm + 50mm)
MPC-STS (H=2, k=2) 71 691 524 0.770 507.1

(30mm + 50mm)

TABLE II: Comparison of single end-effector performance
vs multiple end-effectors and tool selection.

throughput for the single 50mm strategy is higher, the TC-
score correctly reflects that this strategy is less pick efficient.
Indeed, the successful pick percentage for the 50mm strategy
is 66% while the successful pick percentage for the naive
greedy strategy is 73%. The throughput in this case is
inflated by executing failing picks quickly. As expected,
MPC-STS outperforms all the baselines.

g) Parameter Study: In these experiments, reported in
Tables III and IV, we investigate the dependence on the
void radius and max horizon. On our item set, increasing
the size of the void radius leads to a decrease in tool-
changing efficiency and overall throughput at an MPC-STS
with H = 3. As the tree search progresses, the bin becomes

MPC-STS
(H=3, k=2) TC PA PS

TC-Score
(β = 0.33) PS/hr

l = 50mm 72 720 586 0.822 540.9
l = 100mm 58 649 431 0.682 417.1
l = 150mm 98 619 409 0.675 348.8

TABLE III: Investigation of void radius l (in mm).

increasingly voided. For large void radii, a large fraction of
the bin will be voided, leading to unreliable reward estimates.

Thus, as long as the void radius is large enough to cover
areas disturbed by previous picks, the smaller radius the
better. We also see that increasing the max horizon H from 1
to 2 leads to an increase in performance, but thereafter there
is a decrease in performance metrics even though the overall
tool change count remains similar. We conjecture that this is

MPC-STS
(k = 2, l=100mm) TC PA PS

TC-Score
(β = 0.33) PS/hr

H = 1 64 712 522 0.747 481.8
H = 2 60 653 511 0.793 502.6
H = 3 58 649 431 0.682 417.1
H = 5 65 646 365 0.586 353.2

TABLE IV: Investigation of planning horizon.

due the crude approximation of the deterministic dynamics,
which are not reliable for a long planning horizon.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this work we introduced the Grasp Tool Selection Prob-
lem (GTSP), and presented several approximate solutions
that can be deployed in real time on realistic robotic setups.
Our experiments demonstrated that significant gains can be
reaped by carefully planning the tool selection. For industrial
bin picking, where every performance gain directly translates
to revenue, we believe that our method could be valuable.

Deep learning based prediction models are becoming
increasingly popular in robotics. Our work explored an
optimization-based approach for maximizing the utilization
of the learned models. In general, we believe that optimally
choosing between several learned models could be relevant
for other robotic tasks, for example, choosing between dif-
ferent gaits in robotic locomotion. The ideas in this work
may inspire algorithms for more general problems.
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